
International Law Firm Yigal Arnon 
Embraces Automated Penetration 
Testing for Security Validation

A global law firm with more than 350 employees

A strong reputation as a leader in technology, 
regularly featured in the Legal 500. 

International clients including financial 
institutions, venture capital, private equity 
funds, real estate companies, investor groups, 
government entities, and private individuals.

Deal with highly sensitive data from multiple 
branches of their firm. 

Executive Summary

Pentera, the continuous penetration testing 
platform for automated security validation, was 
implemented at law firm Yigal Arnon to provide 
regular security validation and visibility, allowing 
them to shore up real-time security gaps 
and vulnerabilities. 

Ability to run real-time penetration tests to get 
consistent visibility into their infrastructure and 
protocols and validation of their network.

A clear view of potential attack paths in one 
actionable report, plus recommendations for 
mitigation.

Improved cybersecurity readiness. The firm 
reshaped its segmentation as a result of 
Pentera’s findings to minimize the potential for 
lateral movement.

Key Results

With Pentera, I see the gaps in my network. 
I get a clear report that says “There’s a 
vulnerability there, we’re weak here, here’s 
how and which fixes you should prioritize. 
’ I get a deeper perspective on my network 
than I’ve ever had.” 
Eran Liuzzi, CIO, Yigal Arnon & Co.

Jason Whitaker
IT DIrector, South Staffordshire College 

Customer profile



Lack of Visibility over Security that Impacted Customer Data

Yigal Arnon was regularly asked by clients to explain how the firm secured its customer 
data. These requests came from credit card companies, banks, insurance companies, 
and more. The firm wanted to be able to assure its customers that their data was in safe 
hands in a clear and transparent manner. 

Poor Quality Assurance to Improve IT Infrastructure Resilience

Whether it was insecure credentials, vulnerabilities, authorization gaps, or attack paths, 
Yigal Arnon needed more control and support in their risk validation. They wanted an 
automated tool that could provide clear reporting each week (or as frequently as needed) 
on which gaps existed where, and how to fix them. Beyond this, they wanted to verify that 
all the changes were implemented and found to be effective.

Multiple Networks and Locations to Secure
Yigal Arnon needed to secure multiple networks across different locations without any 
impact on business continuity. The firm was looking to onboard a lightweight, agentless 
technology that could pen-test multiple branches, run seamlessly, and scale as necessary. 

The Challenges Prior to Pentera

The Challenges Prior to Pentera

Yigal Arnon chose Pentera as an automated penetration testing platform 
to assess and improve the firm’s IT infrastructure resilience and step up 
its security validation practices.

The first report produced took 2 hours and the overall onboarding was 
concluded in a week’s time, immediately able to view vulnerabilities in 
real-time before an external pen testing firm would have even finished 
gathering their findings.  

Immediately, the firm uncovered:

An erroneously-enabled-protocol that allowed potential adversaries to 
sniff employee credentials. 

Risky network configurations that would allow entry and movement to 
attackers.

Insecure password policies that allowed for weak employee credentials.

Validation of its EDR software, to ensure that it was working as it should. 

On top of this, without any agents, Yigal Arnon can now manage multiple 
branches from a centralized location, completing penetration testing as 
often as they need in order to stay on top of infrastructure vulnerabilities 
and exposure in their security posture. 

Pentera enables Quality 
Assurance of our cyber 
controls, credentials, 
vulnerabilities and privileges. 
It’s not enough to rely on the 
employees and my security 
systems. I recommend to all 
security professionals that 
they look into automating 
their risk validation practices 
at scale.” 
Eran Liuzzi, CIO, Yigal Arnon & Co.
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Client confidence
Yigal Arnon can now prove to clients that it validates security controls comprehensively 
and continuously, with more robust security measures than many of their clients have 
in-house. 

Visibility into attack paths
From a single report, the firm can see real-world attack paths and weaknesses, make 
smart changes to close gaps, and eliminate network vulnerabilities across multiple 
offices. 

Unparalleled control
Pentera provides the level of validation and assurance that Yigal Arnon needs to maintain 
its security in top shape.

Smart reporting
Pentera’s report provides the actionable insight that the firm needs to make changes. 
For example, it highlights the users with insecure passwords, so that these can be 
immediately strengthened. 

Perpetual security improvement
Thanks to PenTera, Yigal Arnon has eliminated vulnerabilities that could have led 
attackers straight to a position of admin privilege. In the case of an attack, adversary 
lateral movement ability is now diminished. 

Long-term Benefits

Book A Demo By Clicking HereLearn more at www.pentera.io

About Yigal Arnon

Founded in 1957, Yigal Arnon & Co. is one of Israel’s 
premier global law firms. The leading firm is 
characterized by hands-on experience in nearly all 
major areas of the law, across all industries. They 
combine the specializations of boutique practices 
with the advantages of a well-resourced, multi-
disciplinary law firm. Yigal Arnon & Co. is ranked 
consistently as one of Israel’s leading law firms by 
domestic and international publications.

About Pentera

Pentera is the category leader for Automated 
Security Validation, allowing every organization 
to test with ease the integrity of all cybersecurity 
layers, unfolding true, current security exposures 
at any moment, at any scale. Thousands of security 
professionals and service providers around the 
world use Pentera to guide remediation and close 
security gaps before they are exploited.

https://www.pentera.io/request-a-demo/



